E-mails, which vary in length, are a special form of text. The difference in the lengths of e-mails increases the difficulty of text analysis. To better analyze e-mail, our models must analyze not only long emails but also short e-mails. Unlike normal documents, short texts have some unique characteristics, such as data sparsity and ambiguity problems, making it difficult to obtain useful information from them. However, long text and short text cannot be analyzed in the same manner. Therefore, we have to analyze the characteristics of both. We present the Biterm Author Topic in the Sentences Model (BATS) model; it can discover relevant topics of corpus and accurately capture the relationship between the topics and authors of e-mails. The Author Topic (AT) model learns from a single word in a document, while the BATS is modeled on word co-occurrence in the entire corpus. We assume that all words in a single sentence are generated from the same topic. Accordingly, our method uses only word co-occurrence patterns at the sentence level, rather than the document or corpus level. Experiments on the Enron data set indicate that our proposed method achieves better performance on e-mails than the baseline methods. What's more, our method analyzes long texts effectively and solves the data sparsity problems of short texts.
Introduction
E-mails are considered to be a valuable resource for link, social, and textual analyses [1] . The content of e-mails and their pattern of communication provide us information about the experts' knowledge within the organizations [2] . Powerful e-mail management tools are an urgent requirement, especially when faced with today's information overload situations. By analyzing the content and network of e-mails, we can filter junk e-mail [3] , detect threats [4] , and prevent the transmission of viruses [5] .
Thomas et al. applied the Author-Topic model to discern from e-mails the authors' roles and interests [6] . By adding recipient information to the AT model, Andrew et al. used the Author-Recipient-Topic model to discover the topic and role for the social network analysis [7] . But emails, which vary in length, are a special form of text. Some e-mails are as long as the daily news; other e-mails are very short, depending on the author's writing habits. These scholars do not take the length of e-mails into account. The different length of e-mails is what increases the difficulty of our text analysis. Standard topic models (LDA family models) perform well on long texts but do not perform well on short texts.
Short texts, such as twitter and product reviews, are closely related to our lives. With the explosion of short texts on the web, discovering useful information from short texts has become a hot research topic in recent years [8] . By analyzing tweets, we automatically obtain crime prediction [9] . With the rapid development of online shopping, analyzing product reviews becomes a crucial task [10] .
Unlike traditional normal documents, short texts have some unique challenges, making it more difficult to extract useful information. First, short texts lack sufficient word cooccurrence or contextual information. Second, the content of short texts is usually unstructured, making it more difficult to obtain real content from them [11] , [12] .
Thus, managing the explosion of short texts on the web requires new methods to automatically extract the topics and the relationships among the authors of the large collection of short texts. Thomas Griffiths et al. extended Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [13] to the Author Topic (AT) Model. The AT model can extract the contents of the documents and authors' interests by incorporating the layer of authors [6] , [14] . The conventional AT model has been widely applied in many fields, such as Social Network Analysis (SNA) [7] and automated reviewer recommendations [14] . However, because it is based on documentlevel word co-occurrence patterns, the LDA model suffers from the sparsity and high-dimensional problems of short texts [15] , [16] . Recently, Yan et al. proposed a Biterm Topic Model (BTM), which is specially designed for short text analysis [17] , [18] . A biterm denotes an unordered wordpair co-occurring in a short context. We extract any two distinct words in a sentence as a biterm. For example, in the sentence "We like online shopping.", after we ignore the stop word "We", there are three biterms, i.e. "like online", "like shopping", "online shopping".
But, as the length of the texts increases, the number of biterms rises sharply. This greatly slows the text analysis speed. Furthermore, two words in different sentences of short texts are not necessarily linked. For example, in the email "Jacques, thanks for pulling together the copies of the organization documents. Have you had a chance to gather the title work? Call or e-mail when you get a chance.", words "pull, together, copies" in first sentence have a close relationship with each other, but they have little association with words "gather, work" in the second sentence. Because e-mail datasets usually contain very long e-mails as well as short ones, we must analyze not only long e-mails but also Copyright c 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers model well for short e-mails.
Based on the idea of the BTM, we develop a BATS model from AT model. Because connecting words in a sentence is truly meaningful, we analyze the text by using unordered, word-pair co-occurrences in a sentence, not all the corpus. Compared with the AT models, our approach can increase information of a short text. At the same time, Compared with the BTM, our approach also can reduce the amount of calculation of long text. In this regard, the longest e-mail length in the Enron data set is 248,083 words (The header, signature and e-mail's subject are removed.). The BTM model processing greatly increases the number of biterms. Our model extracts information automatically from the contents and authors of large e-mail collections. We demonstrate the applicability of our model compared with that of the AT and USER-LDA models by carrying out some experiments with our model on an actual data set (the Enron e-mail corpus). (The USER-LDA model is a method that aggregates all the short messages from one author into a pseudo-document before training on the standard topic model [19] ).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 briefly reviews the related work on topic modeling. Section 3 presents our proposed BATS model in detail. Section 4 introduces the parameter estimation of our model. Section 5 describes experimental results on the Enron e-mail data set to show the performance of models. Section 6 gives the conclusion.
Related Work
Before presenting the BATS model, we briefly review the following related work: the Author Topic Model [6] , [14] and the Biterm Topic Model [17] , [18] .
The Author Topic Model
The Author Topic (AT) Model, widely applied in many fields, is a probabilistic generative model, which simulta- neously models the authors and the topics of collections. For example, this model has been used to analyze online reviews [20] , detect cyber security threats from weblogs [21] , predict the authors of a new document [22] , and extract academic topics and communities in expert searches [23] , [24] .
When documents, D, and their authors, A, are known, the generative process of the AT model is as follows:
1. For each topic t:
2. For each author a:
(a) draw an author x uniformly from the set of authors a d ∈ A ; (b) draw a topic assignment z from an author-specific multinomial distribution over topics Θ x ; (c) draw a word w from a topic-specific multinomial distribution over words Φ z ;
The graphical model of the above process is illustrated in Fig. 1 (a).
The Biterm Topic Model
In dealing with normal documents, the conventional topic models, such as the Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [22] and the LDA [13] , have achieved great success in the field of data mining and information retrieval. But, those models don't work well in short texts. Compared with normal documents, short texts have some significantly different characteristics. First, because short texts can't provide enough word co-occurrence or contextual information, there are ambiguity problems and data sparsity [19] , [25] . Second, many short texts, such as tweet and microblog, do not always follow the syntax of a written language [26] , so they contain some grammatical and spelling errors. Third, short texts are usually unstructured, making it more difficult to obtain real content from them [11] . To solve the above problems, many scholars have proposed mainly two solutions.
One solution is to extend the short texts into long texts. For example, Hong et al. proposed three methods to aggregate a particular type of short message into a pseudodocument to train on the standard topic model [19] . But, these methods fail to obtain good classification on users. Gabrilovich et al. expanded the representation of short text by using external corpus, i.e. Wikipedia [27] . However, the expanded representation is powerless for those words that are not in the external corpus. Another solution is to make further assumptions that words from one sentence share the same topic [18] .
Yan et al. proposed a Biterm Topic Model for short texts, which explicitly models the word co-occurrence patterns instead of the document-level word co-occurrence pattern to reveal the latent topics [17] . The key idea of BTM is that the higher the frequency that two words co-occur, the greater the probability that they belong to the same topic. The results given by [17] show that this model outperforms LDA on short texts, even on normal documents. When the set of biterms, B, is known, and b represents a biterm which is the unordered word-pair co-occur in the texts, the generative process of BTM is as follows:
For each biterm b in B:
(a) draw a topic assignment z from a distribution over topics Θ; (b) draw a pair of words, w i and w j from a topicspecific multinomial distribution over words Φ z ;
The graphical model is illustrated in Fig. 1 (b) .
The Author Topic Model of the Biterm in Sentences
To automatically detect a user's behavior from e-mails, we need a new tool, not only to analyze the long text, but also to analyze the short text. Based on the key idea of the BTM, we analyze the text by modeling biterms from a sentence. The word-pair in a sentence is truly meaningful. From the AT model, we learn that the author of a document is an important factor for text analysis, especially when we want to know what topics the author is interested in. The BATS model is a Bayesian network that simultaneously models the content and author of messages of e-mails. Compared with the AT model, to overcome the problem of data sparsity, BATS models authorship information with biterm in a sentence rather than a single word in a document. Also, the BATS also models well in long texts. The BATS model is presented graphically in Fig. 1 (c) . In the graphical model, A and T represent the number of authors and topics respectively, and also indicate the number of times the sampling is repeated. S represents a sentence of a text, and |S| represents all the sentences in the corpus. The authors of a set of texts a and the biterm(w i , w j ) are observed from the corpus. Θ represents a multinomial distribution of topics, which is associated with each author. Φ represents a multinomial distribution of all words, which is associated with each topic. α and β represent the prior symmetric Dirichlet of Θ and Φ, respectively.
When the set of biterms in S and their authors A are known, the generative process of the BATS model is as follows:
(a) draw a topic assignment z from an author-specific multinomial distribution over topics Θ a ; (b) draw a pair of words, w i,1 and w i,2 from a topicspecific multinomial distribution over words Φ z ; Based on the above process, we obtain the joint distribution of the BATS model, defined as follows:
Where |B s | indicates the number of biterm in each sentence s, and a s is the author of the sentence s.
Integrating over Φ and Θ, we obtain the marginal distribution of a corpus with the model hyper-parameters α and β:
Parameter Estimation
Calculating Θ and Φ, we determine the topics and relationship between authors and topics. But, obtaining the exact parameters is intractable. Therefore, we choose the collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm † to estimate these posterior distributions. Gibbs sampling is a special form of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [28] , which is a simple and effective algorithm for parameter estimation of the LDA family.
In the BATS model, α and β are Dirichlet priors. Φ and Θ represent multinomial distributions which are sampled from the Dirichlet distribution. There are two latent variables: the author assignments x and the topic assignments z. We need to derive the conditional distribution, i.e.,
, which is obtained by Gibbs sampling:
where, the notation b(w i , w j ) is a biterm from S; x b = a represents the b assigned to author a, a ∈ a i ; z b = t represents the b assigned to topic t; w is a word from corpus. T is the topic number, and W denotes the vocabulary size. The notation n t,w refers to the number of the word w assigned to topic t, and the notation, n a,t , refers to the number of times topic t is assigned to author a. Finally, we obtain the parameters Θ and Φ:
Experiments
To empirically evaluate BATS qualitatively and quantitatively, we performed experiments on real short text data. To compare our BATS model qualitatively and quantitatively with the AT and USER-LDA models, using AT and USER-LDA as baselines, we performed experiments on the real e-mail data set (Enron e-mail data set † † ).
Data Set
We performed experiments on the Enron e-mail data set to illustrate our model's performance. An e-mail is a mixture † http://gibbslda.sourceforge.net/. † † http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜./enron/. , and the number of biterms of BATS is
. So, BATS can reduce the amount of calculation of long text.
The Enron e-mail corpus is a collection of e-mails containing 517,431 messages of 158 Enron employees from October, 1998 to June, 2002. This data set follows the Enron Corporation through the entire process from prosperity to collapse.
The histgram plot of text length distribution is shown as Fig. 2 . The average length of an e-mail body (header, signature, and subject are removed) is 247 words. Among the 517,431 messages, a message length of more than 1,000 words accounts for 4.2%. These e-mails are mainly reprinted news from the media, such as The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post and The Times of London. Those texts have little relevance to the analysis of individual behavior.
We define Twitter's length (less than 140 words) as short texts. Of the total number of Enron e-mails, 68.7% are shorter than 140 words, and 42.9% are shorter than 50 words. For these texts, we must enrich the short text by creating biterms.
Because e-mail data is usually very messy and noisy, we must pre-process the above data set before any analysis is conducted. First, we remove the 240,959 unique, duplicate e-mails whose contents and the day sent are identical. Second, in the following steps, we clean up the remaining data set to reduce the noise:
1. Remove the header, signature, subject (in forwarded or replied messages), which are irrelevant for mining; 2. Remove the stop-words, non-Latin characters and numbers; 3. Downcase all the text; 4. Remove the words and authors which appear fewer than three times in the corpus; 5. Normalize all author names by eliminating the middle names.
Finally, we select D = 85,803 e-mails from K = 158 employees, a total of N = 13,059,299 biterm tokens (the biterm number of BATS is two-thirds less than the number the BTM) and W = 27,541 unique words. We randomly split this data set into 77,223 e-mails of training data and 8,580 e-mails of test data.
For all experiments, we set the hyper-parameters α and β at 50/T and 0.01, respectively. The number of topics is set from 20 to 800 on the Enron email data set and the windows length is set at 15. We choose to run the Gibbs sampling for 1,000 iterations. Not only can we obtain the relationship between the topics and the employees, but also detect some potential information about the employees by using the BATS model.
Performance Evaluation Metrics
To assess the performance of these models, we analyze their results separately from qualitative and quantitative aspects. First, we calculate the perplexity and entropy scores of these models. Then, we analyze the results, in detail, between the AT and BATS models. Perplexity is widely used to assess the predictive power of a model in probabilistic language modeling [6] , [7] , [10] , [11] , [13] . We must calculate the likelihood that the words, w, from the test data set appear in a passage. When the set of authors, a, of the test data set is given, perplexity is defined as follows:
where N represents the number of words of the test data set. We compute the perplexity of the three models; the lower a model's perplexity score the better its generalization performance. Entropy is used to evaluate the clustering quality of the topics [14] , [29] . The lower the entropy value, the higher the quality of the clustering of the topics. The entropy score of the topic distribution of words is given as follows:
where n represents the number of topics. m represents the number of authors, P i j represents the probability of author j assigned to topic i.
Results and Analysis
Over the range of topics (from 20 to 800), the perplexity and entropy scores on the Enron data set for all three models are shown in Fig. 3 Fig. 4 . First, we calculate perplexity scores to compare their performance for the prediction of new documents. We initialize the Gibbs sampling for running 1,000 iterations to obtain the perplexity scores for those models. Figure 3 shows that, in most cases, the perplexity scores of the BATS model in the Enron e-mail data set are better than those of the comparable models. This means the BATS model, which models the data set with biterms, better predicts new documents, especially when the number of topics is increasing. Even after aggregating all the e-mails from one sender, some pseudo-documents are still very short. However, sufficient Then, we calculate the entropy scores of these two models to compare clustering performance. As shown in Fig. 4 , as the number of topics increases, the entropy for the three models decreases. However, for the other two models (AT and USER-LDA), the entropy declines sharply with an increase in the number of topics. The entropy of the BATS is always smaller than AT and USER-LDA. Table 1 provides the ten highest probability words and four highest probability authors per topic from four different topics out of 200, learned on the Enron data set by the BATS and AT models. From Table 1 th topic of AT are very confusing, as this topic contains some unnecessary words, such as "pim", "ercot" and "lloyd", suggesting that it is a common issue of the standard topic model. However, our model achieves more coherent and better interpretable topics. From the 3 rd topic of BTM we know clearly that Kevin p was a Risk Management Officer.
All of these results provide evidence that BATS achieves better clustering and achieves more coherent words from e-mails than the standard topic models.
Conclusion
The BATS model, by adding an author layer to BTM, extends the BTM, extends the BTM while simultaneously capturing the e-mails' topics and authorship information. This BTM model can be applied to solve the problem of the sparsity of web data and capture users' behaviors from e-mails. Experiments demonstrate that the BATS model outputs not only more accurate and interpretable topics but also better clusters of the topics and authors of short texts.
In future work, we will add the recipients of the data set to our model, which will not only capture the relationship between the topics and authors but also the relationship between senders and recipients. Also, through parallel implementation, we will consider applying the BATS model to large-scale data sets.
